Universal Studios Japan will be holding its popular “Universal Cool Japan” events from Tuesday January 21st to Sunday June 28th 2020 for the sixth time since its first opening six years ago in 2015. “Universal Cool Japan 2020” will feature four major entertainment brands popular not only domestically but around the world and were tremendously popular in past “Cool Japan” events. This time the event will boast all new attraction experiences for each brand bringing park guests New Experiences and New Excitement only available at Universal Studios Japan.

The four major brands to be featured in the event are all recreated with the highest quality and have been met with rave reviews by the creators themselves including “Attack on Titan” and “Detective Conan”, along with last year’s newcomer and much acclaimed “Lupin the Third” and returning after 2 years since being chosen for the event in 2017, Monster Hunter. The event will also feature all new first ever attraction experiences for each brand. Experience “Attack on Titan” like never before in the sensational first ever fast paced virtual reality coaster, "Attack on Titan XR Ride", or experience with all five senses the first ever “story coaster” featuring life like voices and sound effects in “Detective Conan x Hollywood Dream The Ride”, and watch as a “real” cast of Lupin and friends are chased down in the “Lupin the Third The Live”, or get a taste of battle in the interactive virtual reality experience featuring the latest contents of “Monster Hunter”, each of which offer guests a new dimension of experience and excitement like never before.

Don’t miss the experience of the fully evolved “Cool Japan 2020” that offers a fully immersive experience and authenticity of each work created with the highest quality only available at Universal Studios Japan.

※1 “Monster Hunter World: Iceborne x Universal Studios Japan” collaboration attraction period to be confirmed.
Attack on Titan  
【Event Period】 Tues Jan 21st to Sun Jun 28th, 2020

◆『Attack on Titan XR Ride』

Since its debut at “Universal Cool Japan” in 2015, the awesome quality of “Attack on Titan” has continued to wow park guests and is back in a first ever XR ride. Put on the VR goggles and find yourself surrounded 360 degrees by Survey Corps and Titans. Feel the thrill of flying up down left and right on an unpredictable coaster recreating vertical maneuvering equipment.

This attraction lets you “truly experience” the battle in the world of “Attack on Titan”.

【Event Facility】 Space Fantasy – The Ride
【Attraction Format】 Coaster (XR Ride)

〈About “Attack on Titan”〉

With a cumulative of over 84 million printed copies and translated into 18 languages and released in over 180 countries, the series continues to shock readers not only in Japan but across the world (current release: 29 volumes published by Kodansha). The attraction is without a doubt the world created by author Hajime Isayama. The story of humanity living surrounded by walls to keep out the mysterious man–eating giants, “Titans” and fighting them using vertical maneuvering equipment and grabbed fan’s hearts. The story has grown into a spectrum of media including animation, games as well as movies, commercials and corporate collaborations while continuing to be one of Japan’s most read manga.

Detective Conan World  
【Event Period】 Tues Jan 21st to Sun Jun 28th, 2020

“Detective Conan World” where guests can enjoy the world of the “Detective Conan” stories from all angles has evolved into something new. Four “real” worlds debut for a world first. Solve mysteries with Conan and friends in “Detective Conan The Escape”, explore the park and solve cases in the real detective experience, “Detective Conan Mystery Challenge” or experience the unimaginable combination of “food & mystery” at “Detective Conan Mystery Restaurant” or experience with all five senses the first ever “story coaster” featuring life like voices and sound effects in “Detective Conan x Hollywood Dream The Ride”.

◆『Detective Conan The Escape』  
【Event Facility】 Stage 18  【Attraction Format】 Real Escape Game

◆『Detective Conan Mystery Challenge』  
【Event Facility】 Locations throughout park  【Attraction Format】 Treasure Hunt

◆『Detective Conan Mystery Challenge』  
【Event Facility】 Lombard’s Landing  【Attraction Format】 Entertainment Restaurant

◆『Detective Conan x Hollywood Dream The Ride』  
【Event Facility】 Hollywood Dream The Ride  【Attraction Format】 Coaster

〈About “Detective Conan”〉

Mystery comic with over 200 million copies printed (cumulative). The 2019 release of the feature film “Detective Conan” brought in over 9.3 billion yen ranking in as number one revenue for films in Japan in the first half of 2019. The work has grown into a world class entertainment brand, being released in over 20 countries. Detective Conan has appeared in “Universal Cool Japan” every year since 2017 and continues to be popular with park guests.
**Lupin the Third**

【Event Period】Tues Jan 21st to Sun Jun 28th, 2020

◆『Lupin the Third The Live』

The much acclaimed debut of “Lupin the Third” in “Universal Cool Japan 2019” is back as first ever street live entertainment. **Lupin and his gang appear before your very eyes** as guests experience a thrilling action-filled getaway right in front of them. The breathtaking original story will keep guests on the edge of their seats until the very end. Don’t miss out on experiencing the world of Lupin the Third in real life.

【Event Facility】Delancey Street (New York Area)
【Attraction Format】Street Show

<About “Lupin the Third”>

The series, running since the original publication in 1967 is loved around the world by a wide range of fans. Since being animated in 1971, the series has entertained fans of all ages with its animated TV series, television specials and full length animated films. With releases in over 100 countries world wide**2**, Lupin the Third is sparking renewed interest with the broadcast and corporate tie-ups.

**2 Based on research by TMS Entertainment**

---

**Monster Hunter**

【Event Period】Until Spring 2020 (TBC)

◆ 「Monster Hunter World: Iceborne x Universal Studios Japan」

**Collaboration Attraction**

Popular around the world, 「Monster Hunter」 is coming back after two years since its appearance at “Universal Cool Japan 2018”. Since its release on September 6th, the latest expansion pack of the popular “Monster Hunter World” game which has sold 2.8 million units, “Monster Hunter World: Iceborne” is collaborating with Universal Studios Japan to create a new never before seen type of attraction utilizing state of the art VR technology allowing participants to fully enter the world of Monster Hunter.

Details regarding the attraction will be released at a later date. Don’t miss this new unimaginable experience and excitement of which can only be experienced at Universal Studios Japan.

About “Monster Hunter”

The “Monster Hunter” series began with the release of its first installment in 2004. The hunting game in which players “hunt” giant monsters in a vast natural environment quickly became popular around the world with its new type of gaming where players cooperate with friends to hunt larger monsters in what has since came to be called the “Monster Hunter Phenomenon”.
Enjoy Cool Japan attractions smoothly & surely with the『Cool Japan Express Pass』
The “Universal Express Pass” is perfect for reducing wait times for attractions and getting on rides smoothly. Now introducing the “Cool Japan” version for a limited time only. **On sale Fri Dec 6th, 2019.** Perfect for those who wish to smoothly and surely enjoy everything “cool” that Japan has to offer at Universal Studios Japan.【On Sale】 Friday December 6th 2019
*Details regarding Pass types and prices will be announced on the official website at a later date.

“Universal Cool Japan 2019” attractions are all original stories only available at Universal Studios Japan. Be sure to keep an eye out for more details and information regarding this event.

About Universal Studios Japan
Universal Studios Japan is wholly owned by Comcast NBCUniversal. Universal Studios Japan has succeeded in establishing its position as a prominent entertainment and leisure landmark drawing many guests from distant areas in Japan as well as overseas. “Bringing You the Best of the World” - a theme park where its guests can have the world’s best experiences and create the world’s best memories, Universal Studios Japan offers world-class entertainment such as authentic attractions and shows, based not only on Hollywood blockbusters but also popular entertainment brands, and a variety of seasonal events entertaining its guests to the fullest. Universal Studios Japan has continued to evolve since its opening in 2001 and has recently accelerated its growth with the launch of world-class entertainment experiences such as The Wizarding World of Harry Potter, The Flying Dinosaur and Minion Park and Despicable Me Minion Mayhem Ride. Construction is moving forward on the new, “SUPER NINTENDO WORLD” based on the characters and world of the popular Nintendo games.

* * *

General Inquiries regarding Universal Studios Japan:
Information Center: Tel : 0570-20-0606 / Official Website: www.usj.co.jp
*Accessible from PC, mobile phones and smart phones. Please use in publications.

●UNIVERSAL STUDIOS JAPAN official Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/UniversalStudiosJapan
●UNIVERSAL STUDIOS JAPAN official Twitter: (@USJ_official) https://twitter.com/USJ_Official

Media Contact Regarding This Event:
Universal Studios Japan (USJ Co., Ltd)
Marketing Department, External Relations
【Media Information】TEL:06-6465-3030 (Brand PR Direct Line)
【Press Media】TEL:06-6465-3333 (Public Relations Department Direct Line)
Cell:090-5979-2774 (Director of Public Relations・Takahashi)
【Brand PR / Public Relations Department】FAX: 06-6465-3540
〒554-0031 2-1-33 Sakurajima Konohana-ku, Osaka-shi